We report transport measurements as a function of bias in open semiconductor quantum dots. These measurements are well described by an effective electron temperature derived from Joule heating at the point contacts and cooling by Wiedemann-Franz out-diffusion of 2 ) have exploited the nonlinear conduction of quantum dots at high bias for energy level spectroscopy 2 . In open dots, conduction remains essentially linear, and the primary effect of the increased bias is to heat the electrons in the dot. In a quantum dot sensor, the optimum bias balances the increased signal from high bias with the loss of quantum interference and increased noise from the elevated electron temperature. In this Letter, we present measurements of high bias transport in open quantum dots in thermal equilibrium, and show that the data are well described by an effective electron temperature. We then apply this effective temperature model to a quantum dot magnetometer, optimize its design parameters, and compare it to alternative technologies for micron scale magnetometry.
µϕ at 300 mK.
Quantum dots have been studied extensively as controllable systems in which quantum phenomena can be probed with transport measurements 1 . Most experiments are performed at low bias, typically less than 20 µV for dots with total conductance g e h ≥
2
("open" dots), however many proposed applications will require higher bias to produce easily measurable signals. Experiments in quantum dots in the tunneling regime
( g e h <<
2 ) have exploited the nonlinear conduction of quantum dots at high bias for energy level spectroscopy 2 . In open dots, conduction remains essentially linear, and the primary effect of the increased bias is to heat the electrons in the dot. In a quantum dot sensor, the optimum bias balances the increased signal from high bias with the loss of quantum interference and increased noise from the elevated electron temperature. In this Letter, we present measurements of high bias transport in open quantum dots in thermal equilibrium, and show that the data are well described by an effective electron temperature. We then apply this effective temperature model to a quantum dot magnetometer, optimize its design parameters, and compare it to alternative technologies for micron scale magnetometry.
The measurements were made in a 3 He cryostat over a temperature range 340 mK - 
where P dot is the power heating the dot which, for a symmetric point contact, is half of the total Joule power. We find best agreement with our data (as shown in value by as much as a factor of two due to universal conductance fluctuations (UCF) which remain in the unaveraged measurements 16, 17 . In principle, UCF can be used to improve the response of the magnetometer by "tuning" the dot with shape distortion gates 14 to a configuration with a high χ max . Figure 3a shows the theoretical χ max as a function of dot area and temperature for the bias (shown in Fig. 3b for T 0 300 = mK) which yields the highest χ max . Note that this is the average voltage response which can be improved by tuning the dot to take advantage of the UCF.
The fundamental limit on the magnetic field resolution of the quantum dot is set by intrinsic RMS voltage noise, S V 1 2 , which gives rise to a magnetic field noise S B noise suppression factor in quantum dots 19 . Figure 3c shows this noise as a function of dot area and cryostat temperature for the bias (shown in Fig. 3b for T 0 300 = mK) which minimizes the noise. Again this is the average noise which can be decreased by tuning the dot.
The noise in quantum dots compares favorably to other technologies, such as submicron ballistic Hall probes 20 , which also measure absolute magnetic field. For a 1 µm device at 300 mK, a quantum dot has a flux noise S AS B 
